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This invention relates to an improved bottle support 
for sewing trays. 
A type of serving tray now much used for carrying 

bottles and glasses is formed with a circular ?at bottom 
and an upstanding beaded side wall. The centre of 
gravity of the glasses, whether ?lled or un?lled, is rela 
tively low and a waiter usually has no dif?culty in avoid 
ing spillage or toppling of the same. Beverage bottles, 
when ?lled, have a considerably higher centre of gravity 
and must not only be prevented from sliding on the 
tray bottom, but must also be carefully balanced to pre 
vent upset of the bottles. 

It has heretofore been proposed to provide apertured 
?at panels across the rim of a portion of a serving tray 
or at a spaced distance above the rim to prevent sliding 
or tipping of bottles or other beverage containers. Such 
a panel supported on legs above the level of the tray rim 
is di?icult to affix to the tray and may present an awk 
ward and cumbersome appearance. When at the level 
of the rim of the tray, such panels engage the bottle in 
only a single low plane, leaving the upper part thereof 
still able to tilt, 
The principal object of this invention is to provide a 

bottle support for a serving tray which is substantially 
within the con?nes of the tray, but supports the bottle 
against lateral movement at the tray rim and also at the 
tray bottom. The two planes of engagement effectively 
prevent any possibility of toppling of the bottle by form 
ing a relatively deep well with the tray bottom. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a one 

piece bottle support for serving trays which not only sup 
ports the bottles against tipping but may be quickly de 
tached for washing, in order that the unit be sanitary. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
bottle support with no moving parts which can be formed 
from a single piece of sheet material such as aluminum 
at low cost. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 

apparent from the description of the drawings, the claims 
and from the drawings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a preferred embodiment of the 
invention. 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged side view in section on line 
2——2 of Fig. l, and 

Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 2 of a modi?cation. 
As shown in Figs. 1 and 2 the serving tray 20 includes 

a circular ?at bottom 21 and an upstanding side wall 22 
having a beaded rim 23. Tray 20 is usually made of one 
piece of sheet material and such trays are often given 
to retail establishments by beverage manufacturers. It 
will be apparent that a glass such as 24 may slide on the 
tray and that a ?lled beverage bottle may not only slide 
but easily topple over in the rush of serving customers 
in a tavern or the like. 
The bottle support 25 of this invention is formed of 

one piece of sheet material such as aluminum and com 
prises a ?at panel 26 preferably coextensive in area with 
slightly more than half the area of the tray 20 as shown. 
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The periphery 27 of panel 26 is supported on the beaded 
rim 23 except along the chordal fold line 28. Panel 26 
extends horizontally in the plane of the rim 23 and in 
cludes a plurality of spaced, circular, ‘bottle-receiving 
apertures such as 29 and 30 adapted to closely encircle 
a bottle such as 32. The panel 26 thus retains the bottles 
32 against sliding and assists in preventing upset thereof 
in the plane of the tray rim. 

Support 25 includes a leg 33, downturned from panel 
26 along the fold line 28 and extending down to the 
tray bottom 21 by which it is supported. Preferably 
leg 33 is normal to the tray bottom 21 and extends 
across the central section from one side of the tray to 
the other, thereby strengthening the panel 26 and form 
ing a barrier across the tray. 

Additional bottle retaining means 34 is integral with 
support 25 for the purpose of encircling and slidably en 
gaging the bottles 32 in a plane proximate the plane of 
tray bottom 21. As shown in Figs. 1 ‘and 2, retaining 
means 34 comprises a plurality of cylindrical Walls such 
as 35 and 36 depending from panel 26 under each aper 
ture such as 29 and 30. Each cylindrical wall 35 ex 
tends down to, and is supported by, the tray bottom 21 
and provides lateral support for the bottle in the manner 
of a deep well or recess. It should be noted that the 
bottles 32 are thus held upright by means entirely within 
the con?nes of the tray and by means which offers lateral 
support near the base of the bottle as well as inter 
mediate thereof. 

Integral clip means are also provided on support 25 
in the form of a pair of oppositely disposed curved ele 
ments 4h and 41 and a third curved element 42, the latter 
being located between two downturned lugs 43 and 44. 
The sheet aluminum material of support 25 is inherently 
resilient whereby the curved elements 40, 41 and 42 
resiliently attach on, and detach from, the beaded rim 
23 when moved in a direction normal to the tray bot 
tom. The lugs 43 and 44 engage the inner face of the 
rim to prevent rearward movement of the support. 

Preferably the support 25 serves to ?ll a major sector 
of the circular tray 20 and the snap clamping action of 
the clips 40, 41 and 42 can be eliminated if desired. 
In such case, the leg 33 and the lugs 43 and 44 will 
prevent lateral motion of the support relative to the 
tray especially when the ?nger of the operator clamps 
the two parts together. 
A modi?cation is shown in Fig. 3 in which a support 

45 for a tray such as 20 is similar to support 25 in hav 
ing an apertured panel 46, a leg 47 and clip means 48. 
However, the additional bottle retaining means 49 com 
prises a second panel 50 having bottle receiving aper 
tures 51 and extending parallel to and ‘spaced below 
panel 46. The panel 50 is bent from the leg 47, prefer 
ably in a plane slightly above the plane of the tray bot 
tom and includes a downturned portion 52 supported 
on the tray bottom. Means 49 accomplishes the same 
purpose as means 34 in being wholly within the tray and 
supporting the bottles at two levels, but has the ad 
vantage that it can be stamped from a single sheet and 
does not require a drawing process. 

It will be apparent that the device of Fig. 3 when 
?lling a major sector of a circular tray cannot move 
laterally of the tray because the leg 47 prevents motion 
in one direction and the portion 52 prevents motion in 
the opposite direction. Lugs such as at 43 and 44 may 
thus be eliminated. 

I claim: 
1. In combination with a serving tray having a ?at 

bottom and an upstanding, beaded, side wall, a unitary 
bottle support of sheet material, said support comprising 
a ?at panel peripherally supported on said rim and hav 
ing a plurality of spaced, circular, bottle-receiving aper 
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tures therein and a downturned integral leg extending 
across the central section of said tray and supported on 
the ?at bottom thereof; a second panel bent from said 
integral leg and extending parallel to, but below, said 
apertured panel proximate said tray bottom, said second 
panel having apertures in registration with the bottle re 
ceiving apertures of said ?at panel and integral clip 
means, peripherally spaced on said ?at panel for releas— 
ably engaging said beaded side wall. 

2. In combination with a circular serving tray having 
a ?at bottom and an upstanding, beaded side wall, a uni 
tary bottle support of sheet material coextensive in area 
with slightly more than half the area of said tray, said 
support comprising a ?at panel peripherally supported 
on said rim and having a plurality of spaced, circular, 
bottle-receiving apertures therein and a downturned inte 
gral leg extending across the central section of said tray 
beyond the diameter thereof and supported on said ?at 
tray bottom, the opposite ends of said leg abutting on 
the opposite inside faces of said tray sidewall to position 
the support in the tray; retaining means integral with said 
support, encircling and slidably engaging bottles in said 
apertures in a plane proximate the plane of said ?at bot 
tom and integral clip means, peripherally spaced on said 
?at panel, for releasably engaging said beaded side wall. 

3. In combination with a circular serving tray having 
a ?at bottom and an upstanding beaded side wall, a sub 
stantially semi-circular, unitary, bottle support formed 
of one piece of self supporting, resilient sheet material, 
said support comprising a flat panel peripherally sup 
ported on said rim and having a plurality of spaced, cir 
cular, bottle-receiving apertures therein and a down 
turned, integral leg extending substantially diametrically 
across the central section of said tray for supporting said 
?at panel, a downturned, integral, cylindrical wall extend 
ing peripherally around each said circular aperture to a 
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plane proximate the plane of the ?at bottom of said tray 
for encircling and slidably engaging bottles in said aper 
tures in a plane proximate the plane of said tray bottom, 
and down turned, integral, clips, peripherally spaced 
around said ?at panel, said clips being curved to re 
siliently snap over said beaded rim for releasably at?xing 
said support in said tray. 

4. A one piece bottle support for a circular serving 
tray, said support comprising a ?at, substantially semi 
circular, panel of self-supporting, resilient sheet material 
having a plurality of spaced, circular apertures therein 
for laterally supporting a bottle at a level intermediate 
of the height of the bottle; at least three integral spring 
clips bent from the sheet material of said panel and 
spaced peripherally therearound for resiliently ?exing 
over the rim of a serving tray; integral retaining means 
bent from said sheet material and including a plurality 
of spaced, circular apertures in a plane parallel to, but 
spaced substantially below, the plane of said panel for 
laterally supporting a bottle at a level near the base of 
the bottle and an integral leg member bent downwardly 
from said sheet material along the chord of said ?at 
panel, said leg member terminating in a plane proximate 
the plane of the apertures of said retaining means. 
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